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Staying power
By Michael McFaul

When the bronze statue of Saddam Hussein crashed to the ground more than a week ago, the
image joined a long series of unforgettable mental pictures marking the end of tyrannical rule.
In much of the former colonial world, the retiring of a European flag followed by the hoisting of
a new flag of independence captured the moment. And more recently, the chiseling of the
Berlin Wall in 1989 and the crane uprooting secret-police founder Felix Dzerzhinsky's statue in
Moscow in 1991 served as near-perfect metaphors for the collapse of the Soviet empire.

Those images provide the type of clarity that exists -- for a moment at least -- when a
dictatorship falls. But it is probably no accident that there are no such lasting images of what
comes next. The switching of a flag cannot capture the inevitable messiness of transitions
from tyranny to some new political order, and the truth is that few such transitions have led
quickly to more freedom -- or the democracy that the United States wishes for Iraq.

The exit of European rulers in Africa did not usher in a new era of democratic rule. Most of the
fragile political systems put in place after colonization -- oftentimes with constitutions scripted
by departing Europeans -- failed, allowing military dictators to come to power.

Regime change in Europe also rarely produced democracy on the first try. The moderates who
came to power during the French Revolution eventually gave way to radical, authoritarian
Jacobins, whose demise in turn produced Napoleon. In Russia, the provisional government
that took power after the ouster of the czar in 1917 aimed to establish a constitutional
democracy. Just a few months later, the Bolsheviks seized power. In each case, one form of
dictatorship replaced another -- at least for a time, and sometimes for decades.

The United States will have some distinct advantages as it tries to move Iraq toward a more
democratic form of government; armed forces are often key to determining who rules after
revolutions, and in this case, U.S. troops are the most armed forces in that country.

But Americans also face a real dilemma because we are outsiders. If we stay for the years it
will likely take to nurture democratic groups, we risk accusations of imperialism and risk
stoking ire among groups more intent on seizing power than on changing Iraq's political
system. If we leave, we risk a repeat of history.

The pressure to leave is already mounting. In Baghdad, thousands of demonstrators took to
the streets after Friday prayers to protest the U.S. presence in Iraq and demand an Islamic
state. And one cleric, Sheik Ahmed al-Kubeisy, addressed these remarks to Americans: ``You
are masters today. But I warn you against thinking of staying. Get out before we force you
out.''



So far, the Bush administration seems split as to how long the United States should remain in
charge. Some of those inside and outside the administration who advocate a quick departure
are, in fact, using history as their guide -- specifically what happened after the Soviet collapse.
But they are remembering only half the story.

Case studies

In several successful cases of democratic transition, such as Poland, Hungary, the Czech
Republic, and the Baltic states, the path from old to new was abrupt and peaceful. In others,
such as the former Yugoslavia, the path from dictatorship to democracy has been halting,
violent and still uncertain more than a decade later. And regime change in Russia, which
began in a euphoric moment in August 1991, is still struggling to take root 12 years later.

That recent record of regime change does show it's possible to create new democracies out of
fallen dictatorships. But it also suggests that in places like Iraq, the transition is likely to be
slower and less certain.

Many of those recent successful democratic transitions occurred in countries with some
historical experience with democracy. Iraq has none. There is no ``Solidarity'' movement
ready to run a government, as there was in Poland. Instead, there are the same types of
ethnic tensions that tore Yugoslavia into a war zone of Serbs, Croats and Muslims.

The anarchy, looting, and interruption of state services in Iraq that we've witnessed over the
past week and a half are bitterly familiar to any student of democratization or revolution. What
often happens next is that the absence of authority fuels demands for order, any order. When
the first post-conflict governments cannot provide order -- in part because the state they
inherit lacks resources and authority -- people turn to radicals promising a better future. If the
radicals fail, people turn to the colonels.

The Iraqi people already are experiencing the horror of state collapse and unmet expectations.
They might soon be willing to listen to new ideologues promising a third path between Saddam
Hussein's government and whatever government is provided by the American occupying forces
and their allies. In the Middle East, the best-organized revolutionary ideologues preach an
extreme version of Islamic fundamentalism; some will no doubt seek to construct an anti-
democratic Islamic regime.

Are these kinds of revolutionaries in Iraq now? Are their supporters financing their safe arrival
into Iraq? (Remember, the Germans provided Lenin a sealed train car to get back into Russia.
And Khomeini arrived on an Air France Boeing 747 to steal Iran's revolution away from more
moderate forces that had replaced the shah.)

Lying in wait

Like other national fronts that opposed dictatorships elsewhere, the coalition of anti-Saddam
forces most certainly contained groups with radical ideologies, whether they are Islamists or
not. Will such groups rise to the top, be marginalized, or moderate their views just long
enough to assume partial power?



Abd al-Aziz al-Hakim, one of the Iraqi leaders of the Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution,
looks like a Lenin or a Khomeini in waiting. His allies are the conservative fundamentalist
mullahs who have the upper hand in Iranian politics, and not the democratic leaders who
enjoy the support of most in Iranian society but are relatively powerless. The recent slaying in
An-Najaf of Sheik Abdul Majid al-Khoei -- the moderate cleric who had just returned to Iraq
with American assistance -- suggests that the battle for control of Iraq's mosques has already
been joined.

For now, anti-democratic radicals will have a hard time taking power. They cannot court ``the
guys with the guns,'' because those with the biggest and most guns are Americans. It also
helps that in two places where extreme Islamic fundamentalists took power -- Afghanistan and
Iran -- their rules have been discredited. And even among the Shiites in the south, extremist
followers of Islamic fundamentalism have not traditionally enjoyed widespread support.

Still, the balance of forces between ethnic, religious, and political groups changes much more
quickly and unexpectedly in revolutionary situations, like what exists in Iraq today. To date,
the Americans in charge of fostering democracy inside Iraq do not seem to realize how quickly
time moves during regime change.

The effort to build a new democratic government in Iraq got off to a terrible start. U.S.
Institute of Peace scholar and postwar reconstruction expert Ray Jennings has written that:
``successful post-conflict reconstruction does not begin `the day after.' It begins `the day
before.' '' It did not in Iraq.

Protecting sites

If Pentagon planners had the foresight to protect the oil fields as part of the effort to protect
assets that can revitalize the Iraqi economy, they should have realized how crucial it was for
democratic development to protect hospitals, as well as the Iraqi national museum, library and
archives. If Americans alienate learned and socially committed people like the museum
director, scholars, doctors and nurses, who in Iraq will build the new, democratically oriented
organizations that define civil society?

To make up for that bad start, American officials in Iraq will need to move immediately to
restore some semblance of executive authority, or what United Nations officials like to call a
``transitional administration.'' Who else can provide security to aid workers and the Iraqi
people? And who else can keep radical forces at bay while democratic institutions take hold?

Although the judicial and legislative branches of governments can -- and I would argue should
-- be placed in the hands of Iraqis as quickly as possible, ceding executive authority to Iraqi
leaders with no democratic government experience could be disastrous. If the Americans fail
to provide executive power, experience from other regime changes suggests that others with
more radical ideas will fill the void.

One of the biggest unanswered questions is how long Americans would need to retain such
power. If history is any guide, it will take at least several years.

Premature elections -- such as elections in Tajikistan, Angola and Bosnia during the last
decade -- have not produced democratic consolidation, but instead have helped to empower
nationalists and inflame civil wars.



nationalists and inflame civil wars.

But the alternative, allowing all actors of liberal democracy to form -- civic groups,
independent media, trade unions, and eventually even political parties -- takes time. Many
Westerners assume that Saddam's totalitarian regime has destroyed Iraqi civil society, leaving
a tabula rasa on which to build new organizations. The same mistake was made after the
collapse of Soviet communism. One result was that Soviet era managers were able to keep
much of their power over industry, slowing down economic reforms.

In fact, all kinds of religious groups, kinship ties, and economic networks exist in Iraq today.
Some of these groups may be liberal and Western in orientation, but some most certainly are
anti-liberal and anti-Western, inspired more by Osama bin Laden than Thomas Jefferson.
Transitional authorities in Iraq will need to quickly understand the terrain of Iraqi society, then
engage and support groups that are committed to a liberal regime.

Eventually after liberalization of society has developed, the least destabilizing sequence of
elections in most successful democratic transitions is local elections first, national elections
second. In ethnically divided societies like Iraq, this sequence can sometimes pull apart states.
But the presence of American occupying forces should hold Iraq together. Local elections allow
leaders with grass-roots support to emerge, and they in turn can shape the formation of a
national government.

New constitution

One of the first jobs for locally elected legislatures could be writing a new constitution. The
usually prolonged and sometimes painful process of penning this crucial document can be as
important for fostering democratic culture as the document itself. Only in rare circumstances
(Japan in 1945, for example) do facsimiles of constitutions from other countries actually work.

Organizing civil society and political parties, convening elections, and writing lasting
constitutions takes time. Of all people, Americans should know. We celebrate independence on
July 4, in the way Iraqis might eventually celebrate freedom from dictatorship on the
anniversary of the day Saddam's statue fell. But the final collapse of British rule in America
came years after July 4, 1776, following a protracted war. The drafting of the constitution
came more than a decade after the Declaration of Independence, and the true transfer of
power from one party to the next -- a critical milestone in democratic consolidation -- only
really took place in 1800.

Such a slow process is unlikely to sit well with those in the Bush administration who were
more concerned with wiping out weapons of mass destruction than with remaking Iraq in
America's image. And it surely won't go over well with the political strategists already agitating
for withdrawal from Iraq before the next presidential election. But if fostering democracy in
Iraq is what administration officials really desire, they should remember our own struggle
toward democracy.
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